This is a compilation of alternatives to cans for your Mythic Mugs!
Did we miss something? Do you have an addition to the list? Let us know! A huge thank you all
for contributing!!
Disclaimer
We will try and keep the list updated to prevent expired links and to inform you of all the known
options. We are not affiliated with anyone and we only intend to pass on this information for
your convenience. We can't guarantee that all of the listed products is an option in every
country. We haven't tested these alternatives ourself.

About can sizes and the Mythic Mugs
The inside diameter of a Mythic Mug is 67mm wide. The diameter of a can is 66mm. If you ever
need to scale the mug to figure out how it fits to a glass or any insert, you can print out a test
ring to find the perfect fit: https://arsmoriendi3d.com/.../inner-diameter-testing-tool/

US options
MiiR Tall Boy is a dishwasher safe stainless steel tumbler, or basically a "reusable beer can". We
have been told it fits perfectly at 100%. https://www.miir.com/collections/cups/products/tallboy...
Luminarc are 16oz tall glass tumblers. You can see them in this Facebook post with all of the
information to make them work. Mugs needs to be scaled up 3% in order for them to fit.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/892975347554507/permalink/1421936741325029/
Libbey Classic Can Tumbler Glasses are another type of can shaped glasses. Scaling them to
115.4% should make the mugs fit these:
https://www.homedepot.com/p/Libbey-Classic-Can-16-oz-4-Piece-Glass-Tumbler-Set209/306387727
Tossware makes 12oz recycled plastic glasses which fit the mugs at 100%:
https://www.amazon.com/TOSSWARE-12oz-Recyclable-12-shatterproof-Can/dp/B07HKYD7M6
16oz glass bottles with lids. They stick up a bit but should also have a perfect fit for the mugs:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07P91TZNS/

EU options
Nice looking and tall drinking glasses. Scale the mugs up to 103% in order for them to fit, as seen
here https://www.instagram.com/p/B_-SbcFoYJj/

https://www.barstuff.de/longdrink-glas-can-arcoroc-470ml
Link has expired but this might be the new link? https://www.barstuff.de/geo-longdrink-47cl-mit0-4l-fl-6-stuck-59604.html

Other options
Draft Top has designed a tool to be used on regular cans. Spin it around and you remove the
entire top, and basically turning it into a drinking cup without any sharp edges:
https://drafttop.com/

To fit a 12 oz Red Bull, you can shrink a Mythic Mug down 86% on the X/Y-axis and 94% on the ZAxis (or scale it equally and use an insert).

